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“It gives me immense pleasure that Operations 
Management has come out with an e-magazine 
’The Optimus’. I wish to extend my wishes to the 
Editorial team for their initiative and do hope 
that through its enriched content, will benefit 
the PGDM students immensely.” 
                                  DR A. KUMAR 

                                    (Director, IMS Ghaziabad) 



	  

	  

CHAIRPERSON’S 
MESSAGE 

 
potent tool for enhancing capabilities and retaining competitiveness. 
Operations Management has timely decided to launch its e-magazine 
entitled “THE OPTIMUS’, which will serve as a ready news digest 
to aspiring budding managers  for not only honing their knowledge 
but also keep themselves abreast with latest updates in the area of 
Operations. 

I congratulate the Editorial team for their hard work and expect the 
momentum to sustain in future too. 

With good wishes! 

DR S. K. DUBE 

 (Chairperson, Operations Management) 

 

In the era of 
globalization, 
where physical 
boundaries are 
fast losing its 
sheen, the 
knowledge 
domain- its 
creation, 
retention and 
application, 
has emerged as 
a	  



	  

	  

 

FACULTY’S MESSAGE 

 
 how operations can be a “beehive” of  activity with major financial 
consequences for any organization.  
Operations management is important to an organization’s managers 
for at least two reasons. First, it can improve productivity, which 
improves an organization’s financial health. Second, it can help 
organizations meet customers’ competitive priorities.  

Keeping in mind these importances of operations management, the 
operations specialization was started in Institute of management Studies 
(IMS) Ghaziabad, Lal Quan campus in the year 2008. Since then the 
students of IMS have add many pillers to the success of operation 
specialization.The launch of e- news letter Optimus is an effort in this 
direction. It contains very useful articles and information . I hope it would 
be liked by both the students community and the academic fraternity. 

I wish e-news letter Optimus all success.           
                                  PROF. SANDHYA RAI 

Operations management refers to the 
complex set of management activities 
involved in planning organizing leading, 
and controlling an organization’s 
operations. At one time, operations 
management was considered the backwater 
of management activities – a dirty, drab 
necessity. This view has changed in recent 
years, as more and more managers realize  
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 Its heartening to see that Operations 
Management has started its e-magazine “The  
Optimus”. It’s a new chapter in the history of 
Operations Management”. I congratulate the 
students for their sincere and hard efforts. 

Good Wishes!! 

PROF. DIVYA GUPTA 
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      WORLD EYE 

China: an important element of  airbus'  supply chain 

	  

 

commitment to forging a long-term strategic partnership. .One of the strategy’s 

cornerstones is the Airbus (Beijing) Engineering Centre, which was Inaugurated in 2005 

and has become a joint venture of Airbus China Limited, Hefei  Aviation Industry 

Company Limited, Jiangxi Hongdu Aviation Industry Company  Limited and China 

Aviation Industry Corporation I (AVIC I).  

This facility is serving to further enhance and develop the relationship between 

Airbuses and the Chinese aerospace industry, with a view to making China a full risk-

sharing partner of up to a 5 per cent airframe work share on a new-generation Airbus  

 

All Airbus commercial aircraft 

types currently in production 

– including the A380 flagship 

that China Southern Airlines 

will be adding to its fleet – 

have components produced in 

China. The involvement of 

Chinese industry in Airbus 

manufacturing underscores 

the company’s 
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aircraft – a strategy that has now been applied to the A350 XWB.  To date, the Beijing 

Centre has recruited more than 150 Chinese engineers, and this number will grow to 

match the facility’s development.A350 XWB work packages assigned to China includes 

the jetliner’s spoilers and droop panels, which will be handled by the CAC Commercial 

Aircraft Company.  Other A350 XWB work is to be performed at the Harbin Airbus 

Composite Manufacturing Centre – a joint venture between Airbus, AVIC HAFEI and 

other Chinese partners inaugurated in February 2011 – which is responsible for the 

aircraft’s rudder, elevators, belly fairing parts and the S19 maintenance door. Another 

major initiative is Airbus’ commitment to transfer technology required for manufacturing 

of the A320 Family aircraft wing structure to China. Starting in 2000, this has involved 

AVIC I in Xi’an and Shenyang, with the first two phases including the manufacture of 

fixed leading and trailing edges. The cooperation accelerated as Airbus placed more 

engineers in the Chinese factories for the Phase III manufacture of wing boxes. 

Chinese manufacturers involved in the production of other parts and components for 

Airbus aircraft include the Chengdu Aircraft Corporation – one of two worldwide 

suppliers of the A320 jetliner’s rear passenger door, which also produces primary parts 

of the A320 nose section. Shenyang Aircraft Corporation produces and assembles the 

emergency exit doors for A320 Family aircraft, and is the sole supplier of such parts.   In 

addition, it manufactures fixed leading edges and wing inter-spar ribs for the wings of 

A320 Family aircraft, and cargo doors for the A330/A340.  Electronic bay doors for 

A320 and A330/A340 family aircraft are built by the Xi’an Aircraft Company, which also 

produces fixed trailing edges for A320 Family wings, as well as brake blades and medium 

air ducts for A330s and A340s.The Shanghai Aircraft Manufacturing Factory joined 

Airbus’ China supply chain in February 2006 with its first contract to manufacture the 

A320’s cargo door frame, while Hong Yuan Aviation Forging & Casting is producing 

titanium-forging parts used to mount aircraft powerplants on the wings. Also part of the 

supplier base is Hafei Aviation Industry Co. Ltd., which manufactures A330/A340 spar 

couplings, along with horizontal tailplane leading edge ribs and the torsion box.         

                                                                                              Ashutosh Kr.  Jha 
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A successor to USB 3.0 is on it’s way                

                                             
 

Light Peak also has the ability to run multiple protocols simultaneously over a single 

cable, enabling the technology to connect devices such as peripherals, displays, disk 

drives, docking stations, and more delivering high bandwidth starting at 10Gb/s with the 

potential ability to scale to 100Gb/s over the next decade. 

How does this technology work? 

Light Peak consists of a controller chip and an optical module that would be included in 

platforms supporting this technology. The optical module performs the conversion from 

electricity to light and vice versa, using miniature lasers and photo detectors. Intel is 

planning to supply the controller chip, and is working with other component 

manufacturers to deliver all the Light Peak components. 

 

 

 

                                                                                        Divanshu Sharma 

T he year 2010 has brought 

revolutionary technologies with it 
including 3D television, Wireless 
HD and USB 3.0. Already a 
“potential” successor to USB ..3.0 
is expected to hit the markets by 
2011. Intel’s Light Peak technology 
will link devices using optical cables 
with longer, thinner and more 
flexible than what the current 
technology offers. 
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How Samsung beat Apple in phones 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
	  
People held back on buying older models in anticipation of the new iPhone, which came 

out Oct. 14. Apple said it sold more than 4 million units in its first weekend on sale, and 

that should be reflected in the tally for the current, holiday quarter while Samsung was 

having a good quarter. Samsung's quarter was helped by strong sales of its Galaxy 

phones, though. What beat it is Samsung's punch line, ”What’s Next” . 

 
Besides the Galaxy line, Samsung's phones include Conquer, Replenish, Focus and 

Indulge. IHS estimates that Samsung sold about 40 different models during the third 

quarter. By comparison, Apple had just two - the 4 and the 3GS. Apple says the 

product design, user interface and packaging of Samsung's Galaxy devices "slavishly 

copy" the iPhone and Apple's iPad tablet computer. Samsung fought back with lawsuits 

of its own, accusing Apple of patent infringement of its wireless telecommunications 

technology.  

  

Apple competes on the domination in the high-end smartphone market. By contrast, 

Samsung has both cheap and expensive phones available. That means Samsung can 

appeal to a broader range of customers, but the company has a small profit margin on 

lower-end smartphones. Apple limits the market it addresses because it is safeguarding 

its profit margin on the iPhone.  

 

A pple's latest 

iPhone, the 4S, didn't 
come out until the 
quarter ended, so its 
sales are not included in 
the figure. 
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When it comes to the overall mobile phone market, though neither Apple nor Samsung 

are on top. That honor goes to Nokia Corp. The Finnish company is still the world's No. 1 

cellphone maker by shipping 16.8 million smartphones during the third quarter.  

 

 

                   

 

                   

                          
 

            

                                                     

 

 

                                                                     Prateek Kumar 
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Aakash isn’t the limit 

 
brings a technology out of its purchasing power cage. Quantity has a quality of its own. 

This inexpensive device should be a game-changer in a country like ours. The fact that 

the Aakash is not an iPad or a Samsung tablet is a given. It’s not as fast or sleek or as 

spacious as its better, more expensive cousins. But it does give the basic functionalities 

of a tablet that was, till now, beyond the reach of most people looking for a tablet. It is 

being seen as the computer version of the Tata Nano. But unlike reports regarding the 

Nano, the Aakash has to score on the ‘usability quotient’. Indians have never been 

comfortable with the idea of price being correlated to quality. This is partly because of 

us being hardwired ‘socialistically’ to find any new product suspicious unless it is 

available to the majority. This discomfort is also a defence mechanism against our 

inability to value research and development required to bring about radical creations to 

the fore. While the Aakash is all about penetration, one hopes the generation for which 

a cheap, no-hitches portable computer is easy to get will come up with a genuinely 

pathbreaking invention or discovery.                

                                                                            Dheeraj Singh  
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Tata Pixel:  a city car concept 

                       

              

                           

                     
                                                                                                                                              
 
                                                                                                      Tushar Gautam 

in the instrument panel, the tablet also 

allows temperature, ventilation and air – 

conditioning settings.With optimised 

aerodynamic drag, low rolling-resistance 

tyres, stop-start technology, and 

intelligent battery charging, the Tata Pixel 

returns European combined cycle (NEDC) 

fuel economy of 3.4 l/100km and CO2 

emissions of just 89g/km.. 

 

 

accommodate two adults and two 

children only.. The Tata Pixel also 

introduces “My Tata Connect” -- the 

first integrated human-machine 

interface (HMI) concept from Tata 

Motors for its new generation 

programmes. In addition to serving as 

the infotainment display when docked 	  

The Tata Pixel, with ‘Zero Turn’ drive 

and an innovative diamond-shaped door 

system, is a city car concept for Europe 

from Tata Motors.  

Based on the Tata Nano, the Pixel – at 

just over three metres in length – is the 

most package efficient four-seater in 

the world, comfortably accommodating 

four adults, unlike a typical city car 

which is a two-seater or can 
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        REFLEXION  
 

TRY AGAIN 

           

                                                             
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                Ashutosh Kr. Jha 

here's a lesson you 

should heed   

try again, 

if at first you don't 

succeed  

try again, 

then your courage 

should appear 

for if you will persevere , 

you will conquer ,never 

fear, 

try again...........! 
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Innovation and its changing paradigm 

       

INTRODUCTION 

Innovation has become a buzzword today. No promising company can dare to turn blind 

eye to it.  Long ago, when man lived in caves, innovation was a way of life for everyone 

because it was essential for survival. As time went on innovation, as an activity, became 

the preoccupation of a few people. Today the wheel has turned full circle. Innovation is 

making good business sense and has become everyone's business. In general, 

“innovation” stands for the development of a new product, a new process or a new idea.  

It’s like looking for a window of an opportunity. Innovation means invention plus value 

addition. If you are doing something new and getting value out of it, then it can be called 

innovation.  

EVOLUTION OF INNOVATION: DIFFERENT STAGES 

There are different interpretations to the evolution of innovation. Managing Director of 

Tata Motors,Mr. R. Gopalkrishnan, has identified innovation with   three stages: first, 

invention, which is the origin of the new artefact; second, innovation, it concerns with the 

conversion of that invention into  a viable commercial proposition and the final stage is 

development , which involves the continuous evolution and improvement of the initial 

commercial product.He also stresses on ‘knowledge creation’ which is the base for 

innovation. According to B . Bowander, there is an ‘idea space', which is an open space. 

It requires only imagination and visualisation abilities. The idea has to be transformed  

“IF YOU ARE NOT PROFITABLE, YOU 

CANNOT AFFORD THE FUTURE AND IF YOU 

ARE NOT INNOVATIVE, YOU HAVE NO 

FUTURE” 

(LATE.)PROF. C.K. PRAHLAD 
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into  something tangible called the 'concept space'. Here it is about how easily you can 

produce the product: is it easy to manufacture, is it real, will people find it useful? Then 

comes the 'product space', followed by the 'market space' and 'user space'. Customer 

experience is critical since it is this that makes an innovation a dream product or a flop. 

Each space is different and distinct. Innovation is the competence to navigate an idea 

through these spaces and make a fantastic experience in the mind of the customer. This 

holds true for any product and service. Tata’s Nano is an appropriate example. 

Chairman Ratan Tata was apt in realizing people’s dream of a small budget car and so he 

delivered too.  

INNOVATION TYPES: 

There are two distinct types of innovations: incremental and radical. Incremental 

innovation is marginal improvements aimed at improving an existing product. It has a 

short-term focus.Radical innovation is bringing out a new category or technology that 

did not exist before. A new generation of products is taken up that makes the old 

generation obsolete. Creative destruction is the crux of radical innovation. Realizing 

radical innovation requires systematic innovation strategy. It may take a while to realize 

it. Radical innovation focuses on future market creation and not market protection in 

the short run. Indian companies have to plan for radical innovation.  

The growth of firms such as Intel, 3M, Canon, Matsushita, GE, Texas Instruments,  

Monsanto, Nortel, CISCO, Phillips, Genentech, Chiron, Sanyo and Nokia are essentially 

through the exploitation of radical innovation. Nanotechnology is a perfect example of 

radical innovation. 

IDEAL TIME FROM IDEA TO MARKET 

It varies from product to product. In the case of a car, in 1995 it used to be 84 months. 

Honda brought it down to 48 months. Today Nissan is doing it in around 18 months (and 

they want to reduce this to 12 months). IT allows you to do this kind of cycle-time  
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reduction, essentially through what is known as concurrent engineering, which means 

overlapping phases of product development by working jointly with the supplier. Titan 

has enormously reduced its cycle time for developing new products by using this 

process. 

A company must test market a product before it is introduced into the market. Titan 

makes a small number of sets and shows them to dealers before introducing new models. 

Additionally, people are trying to make multiple prototypes. They conduct test 

marketing and validation before actual introduction. They check customer reaction and 

market acceptance, since they cannot afford to fail. This is concurrent engineering, as 

cross-functional teams. Here all professionals work together seamlessly. Problems are 

identified early because there's just the one team, from design to marketing.  

It is essential in innovation that an idea takes such concrete shape that a viable 

commercial proposition is established. The exotic ideas propounded by Leonardo da 

Vinci are worth mentioning. He had developed designs for flying machines and 

submarines in the 16th concerns with the conversion of that invention into  a viable 

commercial proposition and the final stage is development , which involves the 

continuous evolution and improvement of the initial commercial product.He also stresses 

on ‘knowledge creation’ which is the base for innovation. 

There are two big lessons : first, that innovation must be customer-driven and, second, 

that it needs processes to convert an invention into an innovation. 

GENERATING NEW IDEAS 

Generating ideas is not a one time affair. It has to be continuous process. To truly keep 

alive the potential of the idea during execution, a fissioning approach is required where 

operational problems. According to Walter Vieira, a management consultant, “we need to 

create an environment for free play of innovation”.  In his view, innovators came from the 

smaller group of perhaps 20 %( Pareto’s Law), who are achievers at whatever level of the 

organization they may be. The environment in a country also has an impact on innovation- 
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the emphasis on innovation in design in Denmark; on engineering innovation in Germany; 

on electronics innovation in Japan; on textile & leather fashion in Italy.  

Innovation creates value addition. 

NEW THEORIES 

In his new book,” The New Age of Innovation”, Prof.  Prahalad has developed the idea 

of co-creation with the customer: the consumer is to be seen as an extension of the 

company, thus offering it a new source of innovation and creativity. In his view the 

relationship between company & consumer is fast changing. Changing employee 

mindset& thinking needs to be focused.  Prof. Prahlad has propounded two key 

theories: first, N=1 or one customer co-created experience each time. If you co-create 

with customers it will reduce  

the risk of product failure as the end users are telling you what they want. This is 

different from mass customization and needs to be done taking into consideration the 

behaviour patterns and preferences of each individual consumer. And secondly, R=G ie. 

Resources have to come from global services. R=G is essentially about being connected 

to a network. It is about creating an eco-system. Collaborative capacity will then become 

a substitute for investment capacity. 

The way innovation has become part & parcel of an organization and it is very much 

associated with it to all conceivable aspects, it would be appropriate to term it 

‘innovation revolution’. In fact, innovation has revolutionized the entire thinking concept. 

However, Management Gurus like CK Prahlad see the other side of it. He said, “ I don’t 

believe in a revolution but fast evolution. Revolutions involve great risks and costs while 

evolutions give you time to adjust and make course corrections”. 

“Tata Nano” - Innovation Revolution? 

Tata Nano has already earned many name tags by the academicians and management 

gurus. Walter Vieira, described Tata Nano as leader led innovation. Ratan Tata, 
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Chairman  of Tata Groups, leading the innovation for the Rs. 1 Lakh car and the whole 

team making that happen. Similarly, Rowan Gibson was view that the idea of Tata Nano 

emerged because Tata was able to understand the unarticulated Indian customer needs. 

The key factor is to rightly discover needs by getting under the skin of the customer 

and addressing them before competition does. Famous Management Guru,Prof. Vijay 

Govindrajan has termed ‘Tata Nano’ as an example of “game-changing innovation”. In 

his view, five years ago, Tata Motors was just another company managing the present- 

now its creating the future. The Tata’s ultra low cost business model is something the 

West is struggling to come to grips with. India has a mass market with sizeable volumes 

where low margins will. And the Nano is not going to stay in India. The profit it makes 

here may be invested in other emerging markets like Africa. 

Suggestions for Indian Corporate 

1. Indian corporate need to provide safety nets to executives associated with risky 

projects 

2. Companies should develop a long term approach 

 

 

                                                                                                                         Dr. S. K. DUBE 
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Companies will never achieve their full growth and profit potential if they produce more 

than 25% of their monthly shipment plan in the last week of the month or more than 33% 

of their quarterly shipment plan in the last month of the quarter. As companies struggle 

to remain competitive, one of the strategies by which s in speed, quality and costs can 

be achieved is to form teams of employees to pursue and continuously improve 

production planning. 

Why is production planning so important? It’s simple; "It’s where the money is!" 

Scrap, rework, overtime and poor quality are all non-value-added costs that 

increased as a function of the famous "Hockey Stick Syndrome". That is, as we 

delay our production schedule completions toward the end of the month (or worse, 

to the end of the financial quarter), there is a tremendous pressure put on 

Manufacturing that produces shop floor chaos that generates significant non-

value-added cost. We usually end up making the production plan and financial 

forecast because the "Knights in shining armor" come through with a last minute, 

heroic performance. But, at what cost? Some companies actually give up 10 to 20% 

of their potential profit margins because they have developed and fostered a 

manufacturing team that perpetuates the "Hockey Stick Syndrome". Turnaround 

requires the tenuous implementation of seven production-planning solutions 

Production Planning: An 

issue of concern                                              
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Companies that continue to live with the end-of-the-quarter "push" will never 
achieve their full growth and profit potentials. How do you smooth schedules and 
achieve linear production? The challenge is in how to keep daily pressure on the 
critical path of schedule achievement. We need to have the visibility of all critical 
tasks and milestones from day one of the quarter and create team awareness and 
commitment to their timely achievement. Our manufacturing team must become 
sensitive and proactive in the execution of early production planning details and 
front planning and execution can yield amazing manufacturing results and lead to 
profitability beyond expectations. 

The most effective production managers used a huge magnetic board to schedule 

production planning details and monitor production linearity. An early focus on details, 

corrective actions and recovery planning was his management style. He would hold early 

morning meetings every day to status yesterday’s progress on the magnetic board and 

to establish the daily challenges. He was an expert at team dynamics and his people 

always new what they had to do and they were always provided the tools to get the job 

done. The combination of the magnetic board, the morning meetings and his team 

dynamics skills made this production manger an effective leader and an expert in 

achieving linear production. 

Today many production managers are still trying to solve their linear production 
problem by pursuing a sophisticated computer software solution. Most companies 
are now using MRPII/ERP manufacturing systems to control their production 
environments. These systems do not provide a focus on the detail; up front tasks and 
milestones that are critical to linear production and consequently have not presented 
a solution to the "Hockey Stick Syndrome". On the other hand, using an old magnetic 
board in this day and age of computer sophistication may not be an acceptable 
alternative. A good trade-off might be to develop a simple computer spread sheet 
designed to plan critical production milestones and initiate a balanced scorecard 
capability to measure and monitor production linearity. 
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Using this daily schedule as the "bible", the next step would be to retrain the 

"Knights in shining armor" to gradually shift their manufacturing paradigm from end-

of-the-quarter "fire fighting" to daily proactive problem solving. 

Finally, it is important to differentiate between shipment linearity and production 

linearity. In a widget, make-to-shelf manufacturing company that build substantial 

finish goods inventory and in highly engineered capitol equipment manufacturing 

companies the two linearity measurements will not be equal. 

Shipment linearity may be more of a function of Sales’ bookings and customer’s 

preference rather than nonlinear production. Consequently, the measure of 

production linearity must be developed to measure the performance of the 

manufacturing process and not be influenced by Sales bookings or customer related 

shipment delays. 

   

 

                                                                                               Ravi Upadhyay                                                                               
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Importance of Integrating Technology and 

                       
In the continuing Robert Half CIO Masters Series, Cisco Systems Chief Technology 
Officer Kevin Bloch explains why technology and business must work closer together 
than ever before.  

“The technology on its own ain’t going to do much,” says Cisco Systems Chief 
Technology Officer Kevin Bloch on the importance of IT professionals being able to 
understand and relate to all parts of the business value chain. “It’s the combination of 
the technology to enable that particular business function. And to be able to 
communicate, that is a big deal, too.”Putting a human face on technology’s role in the 
enterprise is a key lesson for young professionals in search of technology jobs or who 
aspire to broader technology careers.Currently their Chief Technical Officer, Kevin 
Bloch has been with Cisco Systems since 1999. One of the most important technology 
companies in the world today, Cisco Systems provides a significant proportion of the 
world’s networking and internet infrastructure. Previously, he held positions with other 
telecommunications equipment manufacturers as well as Telstra. Bloch holds a B.Sc 
(Computer Science) and a B.E. (Engineering Hons) from the University of New South 
Wales and is the  

author of several publications and technical reference books. “I think that one of the 

Technologists 

into Business 

	  I t Ain’t Going to Do Much 

on It’s Own: Cisco Systems 

CTO Kevin Bloch on the 

Importance of Integrating 

Technology and 

Technologists into 

Business .	  
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issues we have in the IT industry,” Bloch avows, “is that we’re very poor at 

communicating how our technology can actually leverage a business or business 

function in a language that the business function understands, rather than what the IT 

department understands.” Part of the way to achieve this, Bloch feels, is through 

academic initiatives. “We need to continue development of our engineers and 

technologists,” he believes. “But we need to also overlay their IQ in terms of our 

technology with the emotional quotient, the ability to understand how people are 

perceiving them.” 

“And then there’s also the other overlay, and that’s the ability to link technology to 

business. And there’s room for improvement in that area as well.”Bloch predicts that in 

the very near future, a majority of people currently in IT departments will be absorbed 

into the business itself. “And that means the business will have to recognize the 

importance of technology enablement for the business, so much so they’ll want a piece 

of the IT department inside themselves. That’s going to mean a change for the business 

unit itself, in terms of the adoption of that technology.”Where will it all lead? “We’re 

being informed now by what’s coming from the bottom up, the university kids,” he says, 

with obvious enthusiasm. “It’s the students and so on who are using iPads and iPhones 

and behaving in a way that is transforming not only their lives but when they’re coming to 

work and how they interact.” 

“So, corporates as well as people who are developing technology recognize the 

importance of these millennials, the influence that they’re having. You know, we look at 

them and sort of quizzically say ‘how do they concentrate when they’re listening to so 

many things, blogs and wikis and so on?’ And yet, they do. And they do it very 

well.”Developing a new generation of IT professionals equally comfortable in the 

technology and business environments is a key element for young professionals to 

remember as they enter technology jobs and broader technology careers.                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                             Shail ja Pathak 
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      WIZARD OF OPs 

The OPS Quiz  

Q. Which of the following is a set of management and control activities which focus 

on quality assurance?  

a.CIM                     b. MRP                   c. QTM                    d. TQM 

Q. Which of the following is a reasoning process that can be rational or irrational, and 

can be based on explicit or tacit assumptions?  

a. Product development            b.MRP         c. Planning        d. Decision Making  

Q. Which of the following is software based production planning and inventory 

control system for material procurement and scheduling? 

a. CAD                 b.PRM                   c. MRI                    d. MRP    

Q.  ______________ decision making model is the most popular type of model and is 

based around a cognitive judgment of the pros and cons of various options. 

a. Garbage Can            b.Irrational Man               c.Rational Man  

d. Muddling through 

Q. Which of the following subsystem needs to be linked with the marketing system so as 

to produce right amount of product? 

a. Human Resource Subsystem                 b. Production subsystem             c. Accounting & 

Finance subsystem        d.Quality Assurance subsystem 
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Q. An _____________ representation that illustrates the components or relationships of 

a phenomenon is called a model. 

a. concrete                b. actual                   c. abstract             d. tangible 

Q. Level of _____________ refers to the perfection in solution the model will achieve. 

a. depletion             b.optimization               c.compression               d.attenuation 

Q. Who is reffered to as the “Kaizan Guru”? 

a. Sheigo Shingo            b. Genichi Taguchi             c. Masaki Imai  

d. Joseph M. Juran 

Q. Dr. Joseph Juran is the pioneer is this concept. Which one? 

a. JIT              b. Quality engineering            c. Zero quality control 

d. Cause and Effect 

Q. Name the first Indian company in engineering sector recieved the famous TPM award 

from JIPM? 

a. Grasim industries               b. GAIL            c. Sudaram Fasteners   

d. Hero MotoCorp 

Q. Where problem is recurring and repetitive, the ___________ factors can be identified 

in order to identify a particular course of action.  

a. multiple           b.different            c. various                 d. common 

 

                                                                                                             Answers 
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      @ OPERATIONS 
Guest Lecture 

 

 
On  11th of Nov 11, Mr.  Randeep Mathur, GM(commercial) assisted by Mr. J. K. 

Bajaj,DGM(purchase),CCIL presented a lecture on the “Procurement Process in CCIL” 

and enlightened us with a detailed description of the operations undertaken  on a daily 

basis in CCIL..  

Also he was kind enough to share with us details regarding functioning in the corporate 

as an operations manager and provided us with an overview of the various challenges we 

may encounter at different points in our careers. An immensely fulfilling experience for 

us eager minds. 
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Industry Visit 

 
Upon our arrival at the plant, we underwent an Introductory followed by a Q&A session 

with Mr. N. K. Chauhan who was to be our guide on the tour inside the plant. He very 

patiently answered all our queries, and then took us for our long awaited tour. 

                           
future and will certainly help us prepare for the road ahead. 

15th of Oct 2011 marked the day for 

the first industrial visit by the 2010-

12 Operations batch. The planned 

destination was the Hero 

Motocorps. manufacturing unit 

located at  dharuerha. The 

dharuerha plant incidentally was the 

first manufacturing plant 

established by Hero MotoCorps, 

then Hero Honda. 

Inside the plant, we 

could see the 

practical 

manifestation of the 

various ideas and 

concepts we had till 

then only been 

reading about.  

This visit helped us 

grasp the nature 

and extent of the 

roles we would be 

playing in the near  
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Forthcoming Events 

• Industry Visit  ~  Mother Dairy,  Nov. 

• Guest  Lecture   ~on ‘Vendor Management’Nov 
                             ~ on ‘Six Sigma’, Dec        

•   Workshops    ~ on “Entrepreneurship”, Dec                       
                   ~ Workshop on SPSS( 1st Year)                            

• MS NATVISION (on supply chain, 
Inventory, Warehousing), Dec 

• Certif ication ~  on ‘Lean Manufacturing’ in 
association with Quality Council of India(QCI), New 
Delhi in Term VI, Jan 

• Certif ication ~  on “Six Sigma” in Term-VI, Feb 
• Formation of  “OP-Alumni-

Interface  Cel l” ,  which will encourage our 
alumni to share their experiences directly with our 
students of operations on Saturdays. 
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EPISTEME 2011 

  
This year the fest has been designed to contain four events: 
Technoprenuer ,Quiz ,Manage your  Inventory and Life at 
Campus. 

Technoprenuer is a hunt for innovative technology driven 
business plans which challenges the participants to think 
outside the box. Quiz is an Operations quiz, designed to test 
the aptitude and mental agility of the participants. 

Manage your inventory as the name suggests is a game 
where the need would be to manage your inventories in most 
profitable way.Life at Campus is a photography competition 
which has two sections. One involves a single snap 
showdown whereas  the other involves a theme based 
PowerPoint presentation where the theme is day today life 
in campus. 

Episteme derived from the Greek word  
ἐπιστήμη, which means knowledge is the 
name given to the annual Operations  Fest 
orgaised at Ims Ghaziabad .   
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FEST COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Coordinating Committee: 
1) Bhanu Pratap Singh 

2) John Verghese  

3) Kalimul Haque  
4) Shailja Pathak  
5) Vibhav Gupta  
 
Technopreneur- 
1) Anindya Sharma  
2) Vikas Yadav  
3) Rohit Goyal  
4) Shivom Trivedi  
 
Quiz: 
1) Abhishek Ahuja  
2) Akash Gaur  
3) Ashutosh Kr. Jha  
4) Abhishek Pandey  
 
 

 

Manage Your Inventory- 

1) Prateek Kumar  
2) Ravi  Upadhayay. 
3) Tushar  Gautam 
4) Dheeraj Singh Somvanshi  
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EDITORIAL TEAM 

1) Bishwaroop Som 
2) Divanshu Sharma 
3) Rahul Sharma 
4) Suman .P. Goswami 
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